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This engraving of Liberty was used on the six percent bond (HX1281) and the
$100 interest-bearing treasury note (HX126G).

No plates were stolen; the bonds in question were just excel-
lent counterfeits by William H. Smith.

The bond that was mentioned first (HX125D) had only one
engraved subject and would have been the easier of the two to
counterfeit. However, since William H. Smith was employed at
NBNCo, it would seem that the latter bond was the reason for
the investigation.

William H. Smith was employed at NBNCo as early as 1860,
during the period when plates for this bond (HX128J) were en-
graved. He is credited with counterfeiting First Charter Na-
tional Bank of Pittsburgh $100 notes. These were printed on
authentic paper that was stolen. On 24 October 1880 The New

York Times reported the arrest of William Brockway (alias
Edward W. Spencer), Jasper Owens and William H. Smythe
(sic) for this offense.
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Haiti's "Gourd Money"
by CAROLYN MORDECAI PRAWAT

(submitted by Bob Cochran)

The face of the I gourde note, Pick 245, bears a portrait of Toussaint L'Over-
ture (1744 -1803), Haitian patriot and martyr.
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The translation of the national motto is Union Mattes Strength.

T HE importance of the gourd is truly demonstrated by
the country of Haiti. The monetary unit is the gourde,
the French name for gourd. The use of gourds as curren-

cy came about after the abolition of slavery. The Haitian people
became dependent on wild produce, and gourds were neces-
sary utensils. Chief Christophe declared that every green
Lagenaria or ripening tree gourd in northern Haiti became the
property of the state. Gourds were collected for the treasury by
soldiers without objection from the peasants. Two hundred
and twenty-seven thousand green gourds and calabashes were
brought to Cap-Haitien on high-piled carts.

Christophe valued each gourd at twenty sous. When culti-
vators marketed ripe coffee beans at the capital, Christophe
purchased the coffee using gourds as the medium of exchange.
By this time the peasants accepted the gourds because they
needed them so badly.

Christophe in turn resold the coffee to European merchants
for gold, enabling Haiti to circulate stable metal currency.
From that time to the present the standard currency of Haiti
was and is the gourde.

SOURCE:
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